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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Major Companies Reporting Earnings Tomorrow... 

Visa (V), Estee Lauder (EL), Sysco (SYY), Texas Roadhouse (TXRH), Fitbit (FIT), Diamond 

Offshore (DO) 

 
Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Chicago Fed (8:30am) 

PMI Manufacturing Flash (9:45) 

Existing Home Sales (10:00am) 

 

Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

We're still going to be cautious as mentioned yesterday with respect to price 

trading into the underside of 2,100.  It's a Neutral focal point where price can turn 

down (retrace) temporarily which will be our short-term (only) dominant thesis. 

As you can see from today's educational/discussion trades, we assumed today would be a 

slight bearish to Range Day session.  Thus the first two trades were support buy opportunities 

off divergences at the lower Bollinger Band.   

Price stalled into the 2,090 target then impulsed higher, triggering both an initial aggressive 

breakout trade (#3) along with the first reaction/retracement set-up (#4). Unfortunately, it 

was an engineered squeeze and not a true breakout as price immediately collapsed from 

divergences lower back under $209, trapping bulls.   

It was this spot that allowed us to flip aggressively short-bearish - as was our dominant thesis - 

and capture the biggest profit of the day which was short-selling the afternoon breakdown 

reversal.  This was telegraphed due to the BULL TRAP or failed breakout - stocks often fall 

faster (or rise rapidly) immediately after a trap. 

Even still, today officially was a Bearish Range Day at the highs - though focus your lesson 

today on the Bull Trap and failure outcome, collapsing the market lower into the close. 
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October 26 Power Trenders Strong Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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October 26 Power Trenders Weak Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength laggards (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to short-sell retracements or breakdowns in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is weak 

tends to get weaker (stocks hemorrhaging money flow tend to continue with weak/bearish money flow).  Right now 

these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan 

list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending lower, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a falling moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Money Flow Market Grid Update 

 

 

Stocks once again stagnated at the highs before logically - as expected - reversing lower. 

Gold continued is sell-swing domination lower and it now trades into the key $1,140 level. 

Crude Oil - like stocks - retraced higher and closed weaker, though Oil plays into the current 

$47.00 per barrel pivot. 

Finally the US Dollar Index traded down from yesterday's flat range action.  Price has now 

erased the instant gains from the Fed Day announcement (though the index closed stronger). 
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FinViz "S&P 500 Performance" View 

 

 

 

Here's today's chart from FinViz.com which shows the performance - by sector - of the 500 

stocks in the S&P 500.   

We closed the session with across-the-board bearishness, especially in Technology and 

Financials.  Services had pockets of strength as did Basic Materials and Utilities, but all other 

sectors closed the session weakly. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

We're going to renew our call for SHORT-TERM caution given the negative divergences and 

weak price action into a known overhead resistance target cluster.  We're not necessarily 

calling for a top/reversal - not now at least - but for another short-term pullback/retracement 

which may already have begun at the end of today's session. 

We're short-term bearish under 2,075 and 2,080 to target 2,065 or even 2,060 @ES.  Otherwise, call it 

ongoing stimulus-manipulation and play bullishly into a short-squeeze above 2,080. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Price is falling/retracing exactly as it should - or at least how the probabilities suggest it should.  

Price should move down away from the 2,100 level toward 2,060 or 2,065 which is a price and 

200 day SMA target cluster.  That's what we're expecting and what initially happened today. 

However, flip your perspective and trigger the alternate thesis - the immediate bullish 

breakout - if price crests and trades above 2,100.  If so, look for the market to be short-

squeeze manipulated toward all-time highs and make money from the manipulation of price. 
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Here's a peek at the Weekly Chart - Silver/Intermarket Members will received detailed 

planning. 

The stimulus-manipulated bull market continues and we're seeing a completion (or echo) of 

the 2010 and 2011 bullish upswing pathway following the near-identical corrections (both at 

the end of QE1 and QE2 respectively... and our current one at the end of QE3).  This is how the 

market works now in an environment of stimulus-manipulation.  It is and remains our 

Dominant Thesis.  Part of the goal of successful trading - more so investing - is to figure out 

what's going on (what's moving price) and then stick with it until that thesis/narrative 

demonstrably changes (before it was the Housing Market expanding into the Financial Crisis). 


